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Welcome to the Kohn Library Newsletter
Message from Elaine Wells, Library Director

The Kohn Vision Science Library has always made it a priority to stay at
the forefront: with the latest vision care resources, medical information,
electronic content, and access tools. But it has been a long time since
we‟ve had a physical “face lift.”
So we are doing that now. Beneath the layers of plastic that are protecting
our books and journals, workers are opening up the Library to let the sun
shine in. We will be reducing the size of our stacks as electronic resources
replace print. We are knocking down a few walls here and there in order
to increase our seating capacity. We are getting new (and better) lighting,
nice carpeting, and best of all, comfortable chairs and work areas. Our
Library will be better outfitted to accommodate different learning styles
with spaces for quiet as well as group study.
We are trying to do most of the work during summer months over the next
several years, when the Library is a bit less populated and no one is
studying for exams. Changes will be incremental but you will see some of
the changes right away, in more open spaces, more natural light, and more
comfortable seating.
Many of you are no longer local and so may not get to see our new Library
for a while. Please be assured, however, that we will provide the same
level of committed service to everyone, even those who access us
remotely. Our staff is ready to service your research and information
needs wherever you are.
We will keep you apprised of our progress with some “before” and “after”
pictures and will let you know how things are coming along. And whether
you visit us virtually or in person…we look forward to welcoming you.
Elaine Wells, MA, MLS, AHIP(D)
Library Director
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Site of the Month
Vision Science Society
www.visionsciences.org
The Vision Science Society is committed to progress in understanding vision, and
its relation to cognition, action and the brain.
The Vision Science Society is a nonprofit membership organization of scientists
who are interested in the functional aspects of vision. It was founded in 2001 with
the main purpose of holding an annual meeting that brings together in one forum
scientists from the broad range of disciplines that contribute to vision and cognitive
psychology. The scientific content of these meetings reflects the breadth of topics
in modern vision science.
The Journal of Vision is an online, open access, peer-reviewed scientific journal
devoted to all aspects of visual function in humans and other organisms. The
Journal is published by the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology
(ARVO)
A Sample of Articles in the recent Journal of Vision
Pupil dilation to illusory motion in peripheral drift images: Perception versus
reality Open Access
Steve Beukema; Jay A. Olson; Ben J. Jennings; Frederick A. A. Kingdom
Journal of Vision July 2017, Vol.17, 1. doi:10.1167/17.8.1
Perception of object illumination depends on highlights and shadows, not shading
Open Access
Susan F. te Pas; Sylvia C. Pont; Edwin S. Dalmaijer; Ignace T. C. Hooge
Journal of Vision July 2017, Vol.17, 2. doi:10.1167/17.8.2
Using optic flow in the far peripheral field Open Access
Meaghan McManus; Sarah D'Amour; Laurence R. Harris
Journal of Vision July 2017, Vol.17, 3. doi:10.1167/17.8.3
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Information on the Run
Helping the Retina Regenerate. NEI Audacious Goals Initiative Report
Outlines Strategies to Replace or Reprogram neurons in the retina.
https://www.nei.nih.gov/news/briefs/helping-retina-regenerate
FDA Approves Allergic Conjunctivitis Treatment Zerviate. The
ocular itching treatment is an ocular formulation of cetirizine.
http://www.mdmag.com/medical-news/fda-approves-allergicconjunctivitis-treatment-zerviate
Peripheral Vision Varies From Person to Person. And „bad spots‟
get even worse if there‟s a lot too look at, study says.
https://medlineplus.gov/news/fullstory_164630.html
Eye Problems May be Tied to Zika, Lab Study Suggests. Work with
monkeys indicates birth defects could extend beyond brain
abnormalities.
https://medlineplus.gov/news/fullstory_165947.html
Untreated Vision Problems Plague U.S. Preschoolars. Minority
children miss out on early eye exams the most, researcher says.
https://medlineplus.gov.news.fullstory_165266.html
Resveratrol-based Nutraceutical Improved Dark Adaptation in
Patients with Vision Loss from AMD
http://www.mdmag.com/medical-news/resveratrol-based-nutraceuticalimproved-dark-adaptation-in-patients-with-vision-loss-from-amd
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New Books in the Library
\

Glaucoma Surgery
Bettin, P., and Khaw. P. T., 2012. Glaucoma Surgery. Developments in
Ophthalmology, V. 50. Basel: Karger.
Macular Edema
oscas, ., oewenstein, A., unha- a , . ., and is le, , eds.
. Macular
Edema. 2Nd, revised and extended edition. Developments in Ophthalmology, Vol.
58. Basel: Karger.
Making Eye Health a Population Health Imperative: Vision for Tomorrow
Edited by Teutsch, S.M., McCoy,.A., Woodbury R. B, and Annalyn
Welp.National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (U.S.).
Committee on Public Health Approaches to Reduce Vision Impairment and
Promote Eye Health. 2016. Washington, DC: National Academies Press
Vision Therapy: Success Stories From Around the World
Taub, M.B., and Schnell, P.H., eds. 2016. Vision Therapy : Success Stories from
Around the World. Santa Ana, CA: Optometric Extension Program Foundation.
Vision Therapy: Success Stories From Around the World
Taub, M.B., and Schnell, P.H., eds. 2015. Vision Therapy : Success Stories from
Around the World. Santa Ana, CA: Optometric Extension Program Foundation.
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Clinical Vision Research Center (CVRC)

Clinical Vision Research Center (CVRC)
A clinical trial is a research study involving human subjects that is designed to
answer specific questions about the safety and efficacy of a medical intervention
(drug, treatment or device) or new ways of using a known drug, treatment of
device. We all benefit every day from clinical research. Any medical treatment
you receive is available to you because of research that showed the treatments are
safe and effective.
The CVRC in partnership with the SUNY faculty are working together on research
to advance all aspects of vision care. Clinical research studies need volunteers of
all ages and backgrounds in order to help researchers develop new and better
medical treatments.
Study Spotlight: Pediatric Studies
IXT5
Children 3-10 years of age may be eligible to participate in a study to evaluate the
effectiveness of overminus glasses in treating intermittent exotropia.
ATS20
Children 4-12 years of age may be eligible to participate in a study to evaluate the
effectiveness of using a binocular game played on an iPad® for treatment of lazy
eye.
All participants of either study will receive compensation for their time and may
receive eye exams or glasses free of charge. These are national, multi-center,
National Eye Institute funded clinical trials with ongoing enrollment. We
encourage you to consider these unique opportunities for your patients.
To find out more about this study or other research opportunities, please visit
www.sunyopt.edu/CVRC or contact us by phone at 212-938-4052 or email at
clinicresearch@sunyopt.edu.
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Kohn Vision Science Library Information,
SUNY College of Optometry
The Kohn Vision Science Library
33 West 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036
212 938-5690
212 938-5696 (Fax)
Website: www.sunyopt.edu/library
Hours of Operation: Please check our website for our current hours.
For more information about new books and audio visual materials, please contact Ms. Jill Locascio at
212 938-5692 or by email: jlocascio@sunyopt.edu

Follow us on Twitter, our address is Twitter@kohn_library
Our website has a newsfeed that streams the latest eye care information from the general headlines and
various health and medical sites. No searching involved, just check-in on a daily basis and see what‟s
new. Included are newsfeeds from Medical News Today, Prevent Blindness America, and Optician
Online. heck the dates and you will see that all of the information is “hot off the press.” ust connect to
this link to see the latest news:
http://www.sunyopt.edu/library/find_articles_journals/from_the_headlines
Library Borrowing Privileges for Alumni and Adjuncts
All SUNY Optometry alumni have borrowing privileges and can take out any book that circulates. If you
can‟t make it to our library, we can still get the book to you. ust go to your nearest public or academic
library and give the librarian the name of the book you want. A request will be made via interlibrary loan
(from whatever optometry school is nearest to where you live) and the book will be sent to the library that
requested it for you. They will also handle returning it. So you can pick it up AND return it close to
home. As for e-books, you will need a login for those. But we are happy to provide you with a guest
login if you come to our library. In addition, you have access to ILLlad, an online article request and
delivery system. Go to our Library web site and click on https://goo.gl/forms/C22OxsS15DwbcDRY2
This will give us your basic information and enable us to authenticate you as a SUNY grad. Click submit
and the form will come right to the library.
Electronic Table of Contents. If you would like to see what is being published in your field of interest,
sign up for electronic Table of Contents delivery. This can be done directly at the website of your
favorite journal. If you want to know what journals focus on your particular area of expertise, please
contact Ms. Kim Oliver at koliver@sunyopt.edu or 212 938-5515 and she will tell you which journals
may be best for you to follow.
We would love to hear from you! If you are interested in contributing to the Kohn Vision Science
Library newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact Kim Oliver: koliver@sunyopt.edu If you have not
already done so, please fill and out return the following Alumni Library Privileges form and return it to
the Library via email, snail mail or fax. A user id and password will be created and sent to you. This will
allow you to have access to a number of publications in the library.
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